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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

This last chapter present the conclusion, which outlines the researcher’s 

finding  based on the result of the Pre-Test and Post-Test. afther that there is 

suggestion, which this parts present about some suggestion to others by 

researcher. 

A. Conclusion 

The few steps have been sucessfully perform by the researcher. 

Subsequenlty the researcher conluded the study finding in this section. 

The usage of Fishbowl Strategy in the teaching reading 

comprehension in student’s who have different learning motivation in SMA 

Islam Plus Hidayatut Thullab get the significance value (sig. 0.000 < .050.; f-

obained > f-table 66.975 > 4.001). In the Control Class they get mean’s score 

43.52. for the Experimental Class they get 75.04. It can be conclude that 

Experimental Class score is higher than the Control Class score. 

The result for the effect of Learning Motivation in the use of Fishbowl 

Strategy. The student’s low motivation has significant value (sig. 0.000 < 

.050.; f-obained > f-table 57.4315 > 4.26) then, the moderate also have 

significant value (sig. 0.000 < .050.; f-obained > f-table 26.978 > 3.32), the 

last from high motivation have significant value (sig. 0.000 < .050.; f-obained 

> f-table 123.946 > 4.46). The most of student’s high motivation is Moderate 

Motivation, it shows in their mean. Moderate level’s score of student’s 

learning motivation is 76.571, then low level’s score is 76.000, the last is high 

motivation, it gets 71.428. 

B. Suggestion 

Based on the research results, the researcher wants to gove some 

suggestion. They are as follows: 

1. For English Teacher 
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The teacher have to make the class more alive and interesting in 

teaching reading. The teacher must be creative and innovative to make 

the class active. It helps students to learn English. One of the best way is 

make a different strategy in the class, one of the used Fishbowl Strategy 

not only in speaking but this strategy also can be used in Reading. 

2. For the students 

The students can find their Motivation toward the subject and do 

alot of dicussion with others students. 

3. For Further Researcher 

This research is able to find to be a references for the next 

researcher that interested to do the same field in this research. Future, 

researchers doing related studies with the same or different objects. 

 

  


